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ABSTRACT
Fine granularity scalability (FGS) is a new
development in the area of video coding, which
is designed to facilitate video streaming over
communication networks. With FGS coding, the
video stream can be flexibly truncated at very
fine granularity to adapt to the available network
resources. In this article we introduce the communications generalist to the basic properties of
FGS video coding to provide background for the
design of video streaming mechanisms for FGS
video. We then outline a methodology for evaluating streaming mechanisms for FGS encoded
video. The methodology relies on traces of the
rate-distortion characteristics of FGS encoded
video and enables networking researchers and
practitioners without access to video codecs and
video sequences to develop and evaluate ratedistortion optimized streaming mechanisms for
FGS encoded video.
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Fine granularity scalability (FGS) is a new development in the design of video coding mechanisms, which has as its goal increased flexibility
in video streaming [1]. With FGS coding, the
video is encoded into a base layer and one
enhancement layer. Similar to conventional scalable video coding, the base layer must be
received completely in order to decode and display basic quality video. In contrast to conventional scalable video coding, which requires the
reception of complete enhancement layers to
improve on the basic video quality, with FGS
coding the enhancement layer stream can be cut
anywhere at the granularity of bits before transmission. The received part of the FGS enhancement layer stream can be successfully decoded
and improves on the basic video quality.
With the fine granularity property of the
enhancement layer, FGS encoded videos can
flexibly adapt to changes in the available bandwidth in wired and wireless networks. This flexibility can be exploited by video servers to adapt
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the streamed video to the available bandwidth in
real time without requiring any computationally
demanding re-encoding. In addition, the fine
granularity property can be exploited by intermediate network nodes (including base stations
in wireless networks) to adapt the video stream
to the currently available downstream bandwidth.
In this article we first introduce the communications and networking generalist without specific prior knowledge in the area of video coding
to the basic properties of FGS videos and contrast them with the basic properties of conventional scalable as well as nonscalable video
coding. Our focus is primarily on the implications of the coding properties for the design and
evaluation of video streaming mechanisms.
We then introduce a methodology for evaluating the performance of streaming mechanisms
for FGS video. The methodology employs traces
of the rate-distortion characteristics of the FGS
enhancement layer and allows the designers of
streaming mechanisms to evaluate the quality of
the streamed video without requiring experiments with actual video.

IMPLICATIONS OF FGS VIDEO FOR
STREAMING MECHANISMS
With conventionally encoded video, the goal of
the streaming mechanism is to deliver the complete video stream (or complete layers) in a
timely fashion to avoid starvation (loss) of video
data at the decoder. Network streaming mechanisms for conventional video typically focus on
minimizing the loss of video data subject to the
available resources (available bandwidth, buffers,
startup latency, etc.). This is very challenging
due to the variabilities in the video traffic (bit
rate) and the typically varying bandwidth available for video streaming (see,e.g., [2]). Because
of the best effort nature of the Internet, streaming video should be able to adapt (i.e., scale) to
changes in the available transmission rate [3].
Conventional nonscalable video coding is not
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designed to adapt to changes in the available
transmission rate, and any starvation of the
decoder results in increased distortion (lower
quality) of the displayed video. As detailed later,
assessing the quality of the displayed video after
lossy network transport of nonscalable video
generally requires experiments with actual video.
With conventional scalable (layered) encoded
video, the encoded video can adapt to changes
in the available transmission rate at the granularity of layers (i.e., by adding and dropping
enhancement layers as the available transmission
rate increases or decreases). As detailed later,
the quality of the displayed video can be
obtained at the granularity of layers from the
rate-distortion characteristics of the encoded
video.
FGS video coding has the potential to fundamentally change video streaming in networks. In
contrast to conventionally coded video, the FGS
enhancement layer is designed to be cut (truncated) anywhere. Thus, it is not crucial to deliver
the entire enhancement layer stream; instead,
the enhancement layer can be flexibly cut to
adapt to the available transmission rate. The
received part (below the cut) can be decoded
and contributes to the video quality according to
the rate-distortion characteristics of the FGS
enhancement layer. This has important implications for the design and evaluation of streaming
mechanisms. The implication for the design of
streaming mechanisms is that it is no longer necessary to deliver complete enhancement layers in
a timely fashion. Instead, the streaming mechanisms can be designed to judiciously deliver a
part of the FGS enhancement layer to maximize
the delivered video quality (i.e., minimize distortion) subject to the available networking
resources (including the available transmission
rate). The development of such mechanisms has
begun to attract significant interest [4, 5]. In the
design of these mechanisms it is important to
note that similar to conventional scalable encoding, the FGS enhancement layer is hierarchical
in that “higher” bits require “lower” bits for successful decoding. This means that when cutting
the enhancement layer bitstream before transmission, the lower part of the bitstream (below
the cut) needs to be transmitted, and the higher
part (above the cut) can be dropped.
The implication of FGS video for the evaluation of streaming mechanisms is that the decoded video quality corresponding to the received
and decoded part of the enhancement layer can
be determined directly from the enhancement
layer rate-distortion characteristics at the granularity of bits. This enables the rate-distortion
trace-based methodology we present later.
The development of FGS coding techniques
is a topic of ongoing research in the video coding area. A form of FGS coding has recently
been added to the MPEG-4 video coding standard [1]. In this form of FGS, however, the flexibility in cutting the enhancement layer comes at
the expense of a quite significant degradation in
compression performance. Ongoing research in
video coding is seeking to maintain flexibility in
enhancement layer cutting while reducing degradation in compression performance [6]. We note
that the implications discussed above and the
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trace-based evaluation methodology are valid for
any FGS coding technique that allows cutting of
the FGS enhancement layer at the granularity of
bits and apply analogously for FGS techniques
that allow for the cutting of the enhancement
layer at a coarser granularity.

The evaluation
methodology
employs traces of
the rate-distortion
characteristics of the

METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING
FGS STREAMING MECHANISMS

FGS enhancement
layer and allows the
designers of

In this section we outline a methodology for
evaluating streaming mechanisms for FGS
encoded video. This methodology is based on
traces of the rate-distortion characteristics of
individual video frames. Before we outline our
methodology we give a brief overview of the
issues and metrics involved in evaluating video
streaming mechanisms.

streaming
mechanisms to
evaluate the quality
of the streamed
video without
requiring

PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR
VIDEO STREAMING MECHANISMS
The key performance metric in networking studies on the streaming of conventionally encoded
video has typically been the probability (or long
run rate) of lost video data (i.e., data that misses
its decoding and playout deadline at the client).
This loss probability is a convenient metric for
characterizing the performance of a video
streaming mechanism as it can be obtained from
video traffic models or frame size traces and
does not require experiments with actual video
codecs and video sequences. However, the loss
probability is essentially a “network” metric and
does not provide much quantitative insight into
the video quality perceived by the user. Clearly,
on a qualitative basis, a smaller starvation probability results generally in better video quality, but
quantifying this relationship is very difficult without conducting experiments with actual video
codecs and video sequences. This difficulty is
due to the fact that for conventional video coding the encoder rate-distortion characteristics,
which relate the bit rate at the encoder output to
the video quality,1 cannot directly be employed
to assess the video quality after lossy network
transport. (Note that for conventional scalable
encoded video the decoded video quality can be
obtained from the encoder rate-distortion characteristics at the granularity of complete layers.)
Assessing video quality is further complicated by
motion compensation and the resulting dependencies among the different frame types in
H.26xand MPEG-encoded video. Also, a number of techniques have been developed to
attempt to repair (conceal) losses or make
encoded video more resilient to losses. All these
issues need to be taken into consideration when
assessing the decoded video quality after lossy
network transport. We note that approximate
heuristics that relate the loss of video data to the
decoded video quality have been examined [7],
but in general determining video quality after
network transport requires experiments with
actual video [8].
Experiments with actual video, however,
pose a number of challenges. They require
access to and expertise in operating video
codecs. In addition, the long videos required

experiments with
actual video.

1

Strictly speaking, the rate
distortion characteristics
give the distortion (not the
quality) as a function of
the bit rate, but it is common to refer to the quality
as a function of rate as
rate-distortion characteristics.
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for statistically valid networking studies imply
very large file sizes, which are difficult to manage. Also, the copyright on the video content
limits the exchange of videos among networking researchers for collaboration and the verification of video streaming protocols. Despite
these challenges, the distortion (or quality) of
the delivered and displayed video more closely
reflects the usefulness or value of the video to
the user than the network metric loss probability, and is thus a preferable performance metric for video streaming. Indeed, rate-distortion
optimized streaming mechanisms that minimize the distortion (i.e., maximize the quality)
of the received video (and not the loss probability) subject to the networking resources
have recently started to attract significant
attention [9, 10].
While the distortion of conventionally encoded video that has suffered losses during network
transport can generally only be determined from
experiments with actual video, the explicit design
of FGS video coding for cuts in the enhancement layer makes it possible to determine the
distortion of the received video frames from the
rate-distortion characteristics. As detailed in the
next section, the received enhancement layer
part of a given video frame contributes to the
decoded quality of that frame according to its
rate-distortion characteristics.

RATE-DISTORTION TRACE METHODOLOGY FOR
EVALUATING FGS VIDEO STREAMING
In this section we outline our methodology for
evaluating the quality of the video delivered by
an FGS video streaming mechanism. Recall that
FGS encoding is designed to allow for cuts at an
arbitrary bit rate of the enhancement layer.
Thus, the enhancement layer rate-distortion
characteristics can be used to obtain the video
quality for an arbitrary amount of enhancement
layer bits delivered in time to the client.
To make these ideas more precise we formulate the following evaluation methodology. We
assume that the frame period (display time of
one video frame) is constant and denote it by T
s. Let N denote the number of frames in a given
video and let n, n = 1, ..., N, index the individual
video frames. Frame n is supposed to be decoded and displayed at the discrete instant t = n ⋅ T.
Suppose the base layer was encoded with some
coding mechanism, resulting in either a constant
bit rate or variable bit rate base layer (i.e., either
constant or variable base layer frame sizes). For
the sake of clarity we assume that in either case
the transmission of each individual frame is
spread out equally over the frame period preceding the actual display frame period; that is,
the frame is transmitted at a constant bit rate
over one frame period from t = (n – 1) ⋅ T to t
= n ⋅ T, n = 1, …, N, such that it arrives just in
time for its display. (The outlined methodology
can be adapted to streaming mechanisms that
transmit frames ahead of time in a straightforward fashion.) More formally, let Xnb denote the
size of the base layer of frame n (in bits or
bytes). Let X en,comp denote the size of the complete FGS enhancement layer of frame n (i.e.,
the enhancement layer without any cuts). The
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base layer is thus transmitted with constant bit
rate Xnb/T. Similarly, the complete enhancement
layer would be streamed at the constant bit rate
Cn,comp = Xen,comp/T. We refer to the part of the
enhancement layer of a frame that is actually
received and decoded as the enhancement layer
subframe. More formally, we introduce the following terminology. We say that the enhancement layer subframe is encoded at rate Cn, 0 ≤ C
≤ C n,comp , when the first C n ⋅ T enhancement
layer bits of frame n are received and decoded
together with the base layer. In other words, the
enhancement layer subframe is said to be encoded with rate Cn when the last (Cn,comp – Cn) ⋅ T
bits have been cut from the FGS enhancement
layer and are not decoded. Note that with the
enhancement layer subframe coded at rate C n,
the total size of frame n is Xnb + Cn ⋅ T.
We now turn to the quality increase that can
be achieved with the available enhancement
layer bit rate C n . Let Q n (C n ), n = 1, …, N,
denote the quality of the nth decoded video
frame when the enhancement layer subframe is
encoded with rate C n. Let Q nb = Q n(0), denote
the quality of the same video frame when only
the base layer is decoded. We define Qne(Cn) =
Qn (Cn) – Qnb as the improvement (increase) in
quality achieved when decoding the enhancement layer subframe encoded with rate C n
together with the base layer of frame n.
In general, the Q n notation can be used to
denote any arbitrary quality metric of the decoded video frame. The most common quality metric is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The
PSNR gives the inverse of the mean square
error, which is a distortion measure between the
original video frame and the encoded and subsequently decoded video frame on a logarithmic
scale (in dB). Higher PSNR values indicate higher video quality. One reason for the popularity
of the PSNR is a recent Video Quality Expert
Group (VQEG) report [11] which describes
extensive experiments that compared several different objective quality measures with subjective
quality evaluations (viewing and scoring by
humans). It was found that none of the objective
measures (some of them quite sophisticated and
computationally demanding) performed better
than the computationally very simple PSNR in
predicting (matching) the scores assigned by
humans.
The key characterization of each FGS encoded frame is the rate-distortion characterization
of the FGS enhancement layer. This rate-distortion characterization of a given frame n gives the
improvement in video frame quality Q ne as a
function of the enhancement layer subframe bit
rate Cn. This rate-distortion characterization can
be recorded in a rate-distortion trace. The ratedistortion trace gives for each frame n of a given
video the improvement in video quality Q ne for
several sample values of the enhancement layer
rate Cn. Such a trace is illustrated in Table 1 for
an MPEG-4 FGS encoding of a few frames n
from the Table Tennis video for a few sample
rates Cn. We refer the interested reader to [12]
for a discussion of more detailed traces, which
also provide the base layer frame size X nb and
base layer quality Qnb.
The rate-distortion trace can be exploited for
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Cn (in kb/s)

The rate-distortion

Frame n
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

13

0

1.40

2.67

4.30

6.73

7.72

8.95

10.65

12.89

14

0

2.78

4.38

5.84

8.08

9.66

10.77

12.16

14.42

trace can be
exploited for
evaluating a given
streaming
mechanism for FGS

15

0

1.82

3.56

4.98

7.18

8.91

10.02

11.39

13.55

16

0

1.75

3.36

4.86

7.19

8.63

9.76

11.18

13.52

enhanced video.

n Table 1. An excerpt of a rate-distortion trace of Table Tennis: quality improvement Qen (in dB) for some
FGS enhancement layer bit rates Cn for some frames n.

evaluating a given streaming mechanism for FGS
encoded video as follows. The streaming mechanism is simulated with standard techniques from
discrete event simulation, and the number of bits
the streaming mechanism is able to deliver in
time for the enhancement layer subframe n is
determined. Suppose the streaming mechanism
was able to deliver Cn ⋅T bits (i.e., the enhancement layer subframe at rate C n). Then we can
read off the corresponding improvement in quality as Qne(Cn) from the rate-distortion trace for
video frame n (whereby the quality improvement
can be obtained by interpolating the nearest
sample values for C n). Together with the base
layer quality Q nb we obtain the decoded video
frame quality as Q n(C n) = Q nb + Q ne (C n). The
video frame qualities Qn(Cn) thus obtained can
be used to assess the statistics of the qualities of
the decoded video frames. The mean video
frame quality, for instance, is estimated as
Q=

1 N
∑ Qn (Cn ).
N n =1

Other elementary statistics of the video frame
quality (e.g., the standard deviation) can be estimated in analogous fashion from the sequence
Q1(C1), Q2 (C2), … , Qn (CN). Maximization of
the overall quality is generally achieved by maximizing the quality of the individual video frames
and minimizing the variations in quality between
consecutive video frames [2].
To illustrate the described evaluation procedure we consider the streaming of frames n =
13, 14, 15, and 16 for which the rate-distortion
curves are provided in Table 1. Suppose for this
illustrative example that the varying available
network bandwidth allowed the server to transmit enhancement layer frames 13 and 14 with a
bit rate of 4000 kb/s and enhancement layer
frames 15 and 16 with a bit rate of 3000 kb/s,
and that aside from this bandwidth fluctuation
no additional transmission errors occurred on
the transmission path from the server to the
client. Furthermore, suppose that the base layer
for all four frames was fully transmitted and provides a basic video quality of 27 dB for each
b
b
b
b
video frame (i.e., Q 13
= Q 14
= Q 15
=Q 16
= 27
dB). Suppose we—are interested in finding the
average
quality Q n of the received video. To
—
obtain Q we first find the improvement in quali-
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ty achieved by the actually transmitted and
received parts of the enhancement layer frames.
For frame n = 13 whose enhancement layer was
transmitted at the bit rate C 13 = 4000 kb/s we
e
obtain the quality improvement Q13
(4000 kb/s)
= 6.73 dB from the rate-distortion curve in
e
Table 1. Similarly, we find Q14
(4000 kb/s) = 8.08
e
e
dB, Q 15
(3000 kb/s) = 4.98 dB, and Q 16
(3000
kb/s) = 4.86 dB from the table. The decoded
video quality is then obtained by adding the
quality improvement from the enhancement
layer to the base layer quality; that is, we obtain
the decoded quality of frame n = 13 as Q13(4000
b
e
kb/s) = Q 13
+ Q 13
(4000 kb/s) = 27 dB + 6.73
dB = 33.73 dB. Analogously we find Q 14(4000
kb/s) = 35.08 dB, Q 15 (3000 kb/s) = 31.98 dB,
and Q16(3000 kb/s) = 31.86 dB,
which results in
—
average decoded video quality Q = 33.16 dB.
Note that with the outlined evaluation
methodology the encoding and decoding of the
actual videos is decoupled from the simulation
of the streaming mechanism. The encoding of
the videos and decoding at a range of sample
cutting rates are done offline, and the results are
stored in rate-distortion traces. The simulation
of the streaming mechanism is then simply conducted in terms of the numbers of bits to be
transported for the individual frames instead of
simulating the transport of the actual bits. With
the number of received bits obtained from the
simulation of the streaming mechanism, the
traces are consulted to obtain the corresponding
quality level.

CONCLUSIONS
We have given an overview of the implications
of fine granularity scalable video coding for the
design and evaluation of streaming mechanisms.
We have outlined a methodology for evaluating
the streaming of FGS video over networks. The
methodology employs rate-distortion traces of
FGS coded video and allows accurate evaluation
of the quality of streamed FGS encoded video
without requiring experimentation with actual
video. The outlined methodology relies on the
availability of rate-distortion traces of FGS
encoded video. A basic library of such traces has
been made publicly available [12], and is being
continuously expanded and updated as new techniques for FGS coding are developed.
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